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Our Brand
When some people hear the word “brand,” they think 
“logo” — a signature typeface, a captivating color scheme, 
a clever mark. But a brand is much, much more. A strong 
brand is the expression of everything we stand for. It’s a 
representation of our mission. It embodies who we are and 
what we believe we can become.

At FGCU, we believe in the power of our brand. It’s the 
outward symbol of our commitment to our students and 
our emphasis on innovative, student-centered teaching 
and learning, environmental sustainability, diversity, 
community partnerships, public service, civic responsibility, 
lifelong learning and the discovery of new knowledge.

The FGCU Branding Guidelines outline the core 
components and key tools that power our brand, providing 
guidance on how to apply our brand elements across 
audiences, channels and creative elements. Our brand 
elements are built to work in harmony, helping brand 
communicators and ambassadors bring our brand to life 
every day. As stewards of the FGCU brand, you have a 
responsibility – a duty to help deliver the brand essence 
with consistency and power.

These branding guidelines deliver the foundations and 
tools to make that possible.
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How We 
Got Here

The Logo Redesign Process
The objective of our logo redesign was to strengthen the 
university’s positioning and visibility by developing an 
institutional logo, wordmark and brand architecture that 
reflects our vibrant, youthful image with one consistent, 
bold look that is modern and scalable.

The importance of creative collaboration
Redesigning a brand is a lot of work and requires the input 
of many stakeholders. To build one brand and one voice 
across FGCU, we partnered with a nationally recognized 
higher education branding agency. Numerous focus groups 
were conducted with students, faculty, staff and alumni to 
inform the logo development.

In August 2022, three final logo options were presented 
in a survey to determine the winner. We asked current 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, the Board of Trustees, the 
FGCU Foundation Board and the Finance Corporation 
Board for input on the three logo options. Then, we asked 
respondents to rank their preferences.

The results were overwhelmingly positive, and the 
FGCU Athletics eagle logo won by a wide margin. 
(61.5%)

Current Student: 4,066 / 52.2% 

Alumni: 2,587 / 33.2%

Faculty Member:  447 / 5.7%

Staff Member:  651 / 8.4%

BOT/Foundation Board/ Finance Corp. Board: 44 / 0.6%

TOTAL: 7,795

We have a new logo 

Lettermark Wordmark
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Who  
We Are

The founding of Florida Gulf Coast University at the advent of a new century 
is a signal event. It comes at a moment in history when the conditions that 
formed and sustained American higher education are fundamentally changing, 
and at a time when rapid shifts wrought by technology and social complexities 
are altering the very nature of work, knowledge and human relationships. 
As a public institution, Florida Gulf Coast University eagerly accepts the 
leadership opportunity and obligation to adapt to these changes and to meet 
the educational needs of Southwest Florida. To do so, it will collaborate with 
its various constituencies, listen to the calls for change, build on the intellectual 
heritage of the past, plan its evolution systematically for the 21st century, and 
be guided by the following principles:

Student success is at the center of all University endeavors. The University 
is dedicated to the highest quality education that develops the whole 
person for success in life and work. Learner needs, rather than institutional 
preferences, determine priorities for academic planning, policies and 
programs. Acceleration methods and assessment of prior and current learning 
are used to reduce time to degree. Quality teaching is demanded, recognized 
and rewarded.

Academic freedom is the foundation for the transmission and 
advancement of knowledge. The University vigorously protects freedom of 
inquiry and expression and categorically expects civility and mutual respect to 
be practiced in all deliberations.

Diversity is a source of renewal and vitality. The University is committed 
to developing capacities for living together in a democracy whose hallmark 
is individual, social, cultural and intellectual diversity. It fosters a climate and 
models a condition of openness in which students, faculty, and staff engage 
multiplicity and difference with tolerance and equity.

Informed and engaged citizens are essential to the creation of a civil and 
sustainable society. The University values the development of the responsible 
self grounded in honesty, courage and compassion, and committed to 
advancing democratic ideals. Through service learning requirements, 

the University engages students in community involvement with time for 
formal reflection on their experiences. Integral to the University’s philosophy 
is instilling in students an environmental consciousness that balances 
their economic and social aspirations with the imperative for ecological 
sustainability.

Service to Southwest Florida, including access to the University, is a 
public trust. The University is committed to forging partnerships and being 
responsive to its region. It strives to make available its knowledge resources, 
services and educational offerings at times, places, in forms and by methods 
that will meet the needs of all its constituents. Access means not only 
admittance to buildings and programs, but also entrance into the spirit of 
intellectual and cultural community that the University creates and nourishes.

Technology is a fundamental tool in achieving educational quality, 
efficiency and distribution. The University employs information technology 
in creative, experimental, and practical ways for delivery of instruction, for 
administrative and information management, and for student access and 
support. It promotes and provides distance and time-free learning. It requires 
and cultivates technological literacy in its students and employees.

Connected knowing and collaborative learning are basic to being well 
educated. The University structures interdisciplinary learning experiences 
throughout the curriculum to endow students with the ability to think in 
whole systems and to understand the interrelatedness of knowledge across 
disciplines. Emphasis is placed on the development of teamwork skills 
through collaborative opportunities. Overall, the University practices the art of 
collective learning and collaboration in governance, operations and planning.

Assessment of all functions is necessary for improvement and continual 
renewal. The University is committed to accounting for its effectiveness 
through the use of comprehensive and systematic assessment. Tradition is 
challenged; the status quo is questioned; change is implemented.

Approved by the Deans Council June 18, 1996

SOURCE: fgcu.edu/about/#GuidingPrinciples
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Terminology:  
Visual Branding

In discussing and working with the university’s visual brand, we 
use some specialized terminology. Here are some definitions to 
help make sure we all understand what we’re talking about.

brand architecture — A structure grouping and organizing the 
university’s various units, based on their relationships to the 
university, to develop a system of logos. A well-defined brand 
architecture helps ensure clarity and consistency and contributes 
to recognition and impact for FGCU.

brand extensions — At FGCU, an academic or administrative 
unit is part of the first tier of the brand architecture. See Page 
16. (Note: The relationship between the unit and the university 
determines these tiers. They are not an indication of the unit’s 
importance or prominence.)

sub-brand — At FGCU, an academic, administrative, or 
other unit that is part of the second or third tier of the brand 
architecture. See Page 21. (Note: These tiers are determined by 
the relationship between the unit and the university. They are 
not an indication of the unit’s importance or prominence.)

lockup — A constructed logo that combines two or more elements 
in a specifically prescribed way — usually a university logo and the 
name of a unit, like a department, division or program. At FGCU, 
we construct lockups using defined templates.

horizontal lockup — A lockup where the elements are 
arranged side by side. This is designed to work better in 
situations where vertical space is constrained.

vertical lockup — A lockup where the elements are stacked 
more on top of each other. This is designed to work better in 
situations where horizontal space is constrained.
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mark — A simple visual that identifies a company or institution,  
like a logo or seal.  

wordmark — The approved FGCU logo that includes the 
university’s full name. (See Page 11.)

lettermark — The approved FGCU logo that uses the 
university’s initials. (See Page 11) 

unit — For brand architecture, any entity within the university or 
affiliated with the university. Examples include offices, divisions, 
departments, schools, programs, centers, institutes, publications, 
associations, clubs and other organizations.

affiliate — A unit is officially attached or connected to the 
university.

indicia — Postal markings often imprinted on mail or labels to be 
affixed to mail.

logo — The official graphic arrangement of the symbol and 
wordmark.

master brand — Highest ranking logo of the university. 

registered trademark symbol — Designated by ® (the circled 
“R”), is a symbol used to provide notice that the preceding mark 
is a trademark or service mark registered with the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office.

symbol — A graphic identifier reflects the university’s spirit and 
philosophy and elicits immediate identification by the public.

trademark — A distinctive sign or indicator, designated by TM, 
used by an individual, business organization or other institution 
to identify to consumers its products or services originate from a 
specific source.

typography — The art and technique of arranging type and type 
design.
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Naming Conventions

When working with brand architecture, we deal with 
a broad range of names for all kinds of academic, 
administrative and other entities. The guidance here 
is intended to promote consistency for these names 
throughout the institution. With common terminology and 
hierarchy, we can present a consistent brand visually and 
verbally across the university.

Using the Ampersand 
When referring to official university units in text, the 
ampersand symbol “&” is the appropriate way to indicate 
conjunction instead of the word “and.”

Use this:

• College of Arts & Sciences

• Internships & Cooperative Programs

• Multicultural Leadership & Development Center

• Vester Marine & Environmental Science Research  
Field Station

Not this:

• College of Arts and Sciences

• Internships and Cooperative Programs

• Multicultural Leadership and Development Center

• Vester Marine and Environmental Science Research 
Field Station

Offices and Departments 
The phrase “Office of” is reserved for the formal offices of the university 
when a degree of formality is required in communications. In other 
words, if the office refers to a single person (such as the president or 
the provost or has an official function like the Office of the General 
Counsel), use “Office of.” Otherwise, drop the use of “Office of” to 
streamline.

• Office of the President

• Office of the Provost

• Office of the General Counsel

Academic and non-academic departments lead with their name only. 

Use this:

• Administrative Services & Finance

• Board Relations & Florida Gulf Coast University Board of Trustees

• Records & Registration

• Scholarly Innovation & Student Research

• Student Success & Enrollment Management

Not this:

• Division of Administrative Services & Finance

• Office of Board Relations & Florida Gulf Coast University  
Board of Trustees

• Department of Records & Registration

• Office of Scholarly Innovation & Student Research

• Division of Student Success & Enrollment Management
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Brand  
Activation
Consistency is essential to the success of a brand. Maintaining and 
strengthening the brand requires guidance, discipline, creativity 
and commitment.

Florida Gulf Coast University’s branding and logo architecture is an 
essential piece of the university’s marketing strategy and strategic 
focus to build equity in the name, the brand and the university 
as a whole. The visual identity, such as the master brand, allows 
FGCU to be easily recognizable in the marketplace to internal and 
external audiences.

The branding system is not meant to be restrictive but provides 
flexible, cohesive and clear guidance in the development of 
marketing content to support units and colleges in creating diverse 
visual communication.

Best Practices

• The FGCU brand should be applied following the guidelines 
set forth in this style guide and should not be altered in any 
way, except for cases exclusively approved through University 
Marketing & Communications. 

• This guide includes basic information regarding the FGCU 
Athletics branding.

• All designs and artwork must be submitted 
 for design approval through  
fgcu.edu/adminservices/business-services/designapproval. 

• For questions regarding the branding guidelines, contact 
University Marketing & Communications directly at   
UMC@fgcu.edu or submit a marketing request form at 
fgcu.edu/marketingrequest.  
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Our Name

Florida Gulf Coast University

FGCU

Official Logo
Guidelines

Our official name is “Florida Gulf Coast University,” which is 
used in news releases, feature articles and publications on 
the web. 

“FGCU” is acceptable in published text only after a first 
reference to “Florida Gulf Coast University” is made. 

The Florida Gulf Coast University official logo, known as the 
master brand, is the strongest visible representation of the 
entire university. Using the official logo consistently
builds stronger institutional awareness, helps distinguish 
us from other peer institutions and promotes Florida Gulf 
Coast University in a meaningful way. The official master 
branded logo of Florida Gulf Coast University must be 
utilized correctly in all instances and follow the branding 
guidelines fully.
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Institutional Wordmark 
All brand materials must include the wordmark so the 
university’s official name is consistently and clearly displayed. 

Institutional Lettermark 
The wordmark is reinforced with the lettermark, which may be used 
after a first instance of the wordmark. The only time we use the 
lettermark without the wordmark is for internal communications. 

Our institutional marks represent the university at the 
most basic level. They carry more equity and recognition 
than any other component of the visual brand. Each is a 
signature, a stamp of quality and a symbol of pride for the 
FGCU community to rally behind.

Institutional  
Master Brand
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The horizontal wordmark is the primary identifier for the 
university, connecting all units within our institution. It 
clearly states who we are and symbolizes what we stand 
for. The wordmark should always be used in accordance 
with these guidelines.

Minimum Size: 1.25” wide
Although there is not a maximum size, the wordmark should 
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of two U’s
Clear space around the wordmark protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

1.25”

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of  
the wordmark. The one-color versions  
are applied if the full version can’t be  
used due to legibility concerns or  
printing restrictions. 

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Gold

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

Institutional 
Wordmark: 
Horizontal Version
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The vertical wordmark is used when the space in print or 
web does not accommodate the horizontal wordmark. It 
should always be used in accordance with these guidelines.

Minimum Size: 0.875” wide
Although there is not a maximum size, the wordmark should 
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of two U’s
Clear space around the wordmark protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the wordmark. The one-color versions are applied if the 
full version can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Institutional 
Wordmark: 
Vertical Version

0.875”

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Gold

One-Color: Black One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White One-Color: White One-Color: White
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The ribbon wordmark is reserved for web applications 
where vertical space is extremely constrained. It should 
always be used in accordance with these guidelines.

Minimum Size: 1.6875” wide
Although there is not a maximum size, the wordmark should 
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of two U’s
Clear space around the wordmark protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the wordmark. The one-color versions are applied if the full 
version can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Institutional 
Wordmark: 
Ribbon Version

1.6875”

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green and Gold

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White
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The lettermark aligns with our efforts to build equity in 
our initials, “FGCU.” Over time, as the initials become 
more familiar and recognizable to our audiences, we will 
transition from primarily using the wordmark to using 
the lettermark. The lettermark should always be used in 
accordance with these guidelines.

Minimum Size: 0.4” wide
Although there is not a maximum size, the lettermark should 
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lettermark protects 
its legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of 
the lettermark. The one-color versions 
are applied if the full version can’t 
be used due to legibility concerns or 
printing restrictions. 

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Gold

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

Institutional 
Lettermark

0.4”
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ACADEMIC 
Brand Extensions

Degree-granting units responsible for  
academic departments, schools and programs.

All colleges and some schools are Tier 1

EXAMPLE:

Academic Sub-Brands
Degree-granting departments,  

schools, programs, centers or institutes.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Brand Extensions

Non-academic units, departments and offices 
that are essential to the core functions of the 

university and enhance the university experience. 
All administrative brands are Tier 1

NONE

Student Success &  
Enrollment Management

Partnered Sub-Brands
Units have a strong  

reputation through a  
recognizable, individual unit  

as a stand-alone brand. 

Endorsed Sub-Brands
Existing registered/funded groups are grandfathered in to use their existing 

lockup, but with modifications aligned with the FGCU brand elements  
such as typeface and color palette. New groups will be required to use  

the FGCU brand architecture lockup.

TIER 1

TIER 2 TIER 2

OTHER LOGOS

INSTITUTIONAL MASTER BRAND

Our brand architecture is the result of careful research and 
considerable deliberation. Its structure includes tiers and 
categories designed to offer clarity and consistency and 
to help ensure brand recognition, equity and impact. The 
diagram at the right defines each component within the 
structure. You’ll find more information and guidance for 
each category and its respective logos throughout the  
rest of this section.

Note: The Tier 1 logo architecture may be used for 
uniforms only, for example: ‘Physician Assistant  
Studies,’ etc. in the Marieb College of Health & Human 
Services. Prior approval from University Marketing  
& Communications is required.

Note: FGCU Athletics is intentionally excluded 
from this architecture system.

Brand Architecture: 
Overview

Connected Sub-Brands
Units are tied to the university but primarily  

serve an external audience and have a distinct mission. 

PR Runway 
Program
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This group consists of departments and offices essential to 
the university’s core functions and enhance the university 
experience. They are non-academic departments, support 
services, collaborations and initiatives that stand as valuable 
contributors to the FGCU experience. 

The phrase “Office of” is reserved for the formal offices of 
the university, when a degree of formality is required in 
communications. In other words, if the office refers to a 
single person (such as the president, the provost or has  
an official function like Office of the General Counsel),  
use “Office of.” Otherwise, drop the use of “Office of” 
to streamline.

Administrative 
Brand Extensions

Student Success &  
Enrollment Management

Some of our core administrative units include:

• Board Relations & Florida Gulf Coast University Board of Trustees

• Dining Services

• Career Development Services

• Counseling & Psychological Services (CAPS)

• FGCU Foundation

• Housing & Residence Life

• Office of the President

• Office of the Provost

• Records & Registration

• Student Care Services

• Student Health Services

• Student Involvement

• Student Success & Enrollment Management

• Undergraduate Admissions

• Advancement

• University Marketing & Communications

EXAMPLE:
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Academic units deepen the value of the institutional brand. 
They must always be locked up with the FGCU lettermark 
to reinforce the strength of the institutional master brand.

This group consists of the university’s core degree-granting 
academic colleges and schools.

We must communicate the breadth of our academic 
offerings and the significant value each degree-granting 
unit adds to the FGCU experience.

Academic  
Brand Extensions

Marieb College of  
Health & Human Services

Our academic brand extensions are:

• College of Arts & Sciences

• College of Education

• Daveler & Kauanui School of Entrepreneurship

• Honors College

• Lutgert College of Business

• Marieb College of Health & Human Services

• The Water School

• U.A. Whitaker College of EngineeringEXAMPLES:
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The space between the lettermark and 
unit name is equal to one U. The one-

point rule divides the space equally.

Whether it’s one line or two, this text block is  
centered vertically on the height of the lettermark.

The unit name must be divided between two 
lines unless the name is two words or less. 
Disperse the words between the lines to create 
visual balance, with no individual words left on 
a single line. 

0.25”
Line One Sub-brand 
Line Two Sub-brand Line One Sub-brand 

Line Two Sub-brand

Line One Name 
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

The horizontal lockup is the primary identifier for brand 
extensions and unmodified academic sub-brands. Always 
use the provided templates when creating new lockups. 
Never create a lockup from scratch. Contact University 
Marketing & Communications with questions or fill out the 
Logo Request Form at fgcu.edu/logo-request.

Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the 
wordmark should be used as an identifier, 
not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if 
the full version can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Academic  
Brand Extensions: 
Horizontal Lockup

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green and Cool Slate 

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name
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The space 
between the 

lettermark and 
unit name is 

equal to half a U. 
The one-point 

rule divides the 
space equally.

The unit name’s is top aligned.

The unit name must be divided between two lines 
unless the name is two words or less. Disperse the words 
between the lines to create visual balance, with no 
individual words left on a single line. 

0.25”

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

The vertical lockup is used when the space in print, on the 
web or on signage does not accommodate the horizontal 
lockup. Always use the provided templates when creating 
new lockups. Never create a lockup from scratch. Contact 
University Marketing & Communications with any 
questions or fill out the Logo Request Form at   
fgcu.edu/logo-request.

Academic 
Brand Extensions:
Vertical Lockup

Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the lockup should  
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if the full version 
can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Cool Slate

One-Color: Black One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White One-Color: White One-Color: White

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name

Line One Name
Line Two Name
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This group consists of non-degree-granting departments, 
schools, programs, centers and institutes.

A few examples of academic sub-brands are  
included below:

• Art Galleries 

• Community Counseling Center

• Communication & Philosophy

• Integrated Studies

• Rist Family Foundation Institute for Entrepreneurship

• ROCK Center (Roots of Compassion & Kindness)

• School of Nursing

• School of Resort & Hospitality Management

• The Harvey Kapnick Education & Research Center  
in collaboration with Naples Botanical Garden

• Vester Marine & Environmental Science Research  
Field Station

Academic sub-brands often align directly with a college  
or academic division. 

Academic 
Sub-Brands

For academic sub-brands, there are two lockup structures: 
modified and unmodified. A modified lockup includes the 
name of the brand extension that the sub-brand aligns with 
— usually a college or other academic division. An unmodified 
academic sub-brand lockup states only the name of the sub- 
brand unit.

There are two things to consider when deciding whether an 
academic sub-brand should have a modifier or not:

Equity (brand association and brand building): Is there brand- 
building value in associating the school, center or institute 
with the degree-granting unit, or does it stand stronger alone? 
If it can stand alone, use an unmodified lockup. If a greater 
association is needed, use a modified lockup.

Wayfinding (how people navigate the brand and position 
themselves within it): Does having the unit under its degree- 
granting college or school help someone understand what the 
unit does and how it is associated with the university? If so,  
use a modified lockup.

Unmodified Lockup for Academic Sub-Brand

Modified Lockup for Academic Sub-Brand
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The space between the lettermark and 
unit name is equal to one U. The one-

point rule divides the space equally.

Whether it’s one line or two, this text block is  
centered vertically on the height of the lettermark.

The brand extension modifier is in all caps 
with the sub-brand name below it in title 
case. The next page details how to disperse 
the unit names among multiple lines.

0.25”
ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

The modified lockup combines the name of the academic 
sub-brand with the name of its respective academic brand 
extension. The horizontal lockup is the primary identifier 
for these units. Always use the provided templates when 
creating new lockups. Never create a lockup from scratch. 
Contact University Marketing & Communications with any 
questions or fill out the Logo Request Form at 
fgcu.edu/logo-request.

The next page shows four templates for this category  
of lockups. The four templates ensure the unit names  
are displayed consistently. When using the template,  
disperse the words between the lines to create good  
rags and avoid widows.

Note: For options 3 and 4, the dividing rule has been 
extended to match the height of the sub-brand names.

Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the 
wordmark should be used as an identifier, 
not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if the full version can’t be 
used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Academic Sub-Brands:
Modified Horizontal 
Lockups

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green and Cool Slate 

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
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LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION 
LINE TWO ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION 

Line One Academic Sub-Brand
Line Two Academic Sub-Brand

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION 

Line One Academic Sub-Brand

Template Option 1

Use this template if both the brand 
extension name and sub-brand name are 
three words or less.

Template Option 2

Use this template if the brand extension 
name is more than three words and the 
sub-brand name is three words or less.

Template Option 3

Use this template if the brand extension 
name is three words or less and the sub- 
brand name is more than three words.

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION 
LINE TWO ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand
Line Two Academic Sub-Brand

Template Option 4

Use this template if the brand extension 
name and sub-brand name are more than 
three words.
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The space 
between the 

lettermark and 
unit name is 

equal to half a U. 
The one-point 

rule divides the 
space equally.

The unit name’s is top aligned.

The brand extension modifier is in all caps with the sub-
brand name below it in title case. The next page details 
how to disperse the unit names among multiple lines.

0.25”

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

The vertical lockup is used when the space in print, on the 
web or on signage does not accommodate the horizontal 
lockup. Always use the provided templates when creating 
new lockups. Never create a lockup from scratch. Contact 
University Marketing & Communications with any 
questions or fill out the Logo Request Form at  
fgcu.edu/logo-request.

The next page shows four templates for this category of 
lockups. The four templates ensure that the unit names 
are displayed consistently. When using the template, 
disperse the words between the lines to create good rags 
and avoid widows.

Note: For options 3 and 4, the dividing rule has been 
extended to match the height of the sub-brand names.  
(Next page)

Academic Sub-Brands:
Modified Vertical 
Lockups

Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the lockup should  
be used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if the full version 
can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Cool Slate

One-Color: Black One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White One-Color: White One-Color: White

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand

ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Academic Sub-Brand
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Template Option 1

Use this template if the brand extension name and sub-
brand name are three words or less.

Template Option 2

Use this template if the brand extension name is more than 
three words and the sub-brand name is three words or less.

Template Option 3

Use this template if the brand extension name is three words 
or less, and the sub-brand name is more than three words.

Template Option 4

Use this template if the brand extension name and  
sub-brand name are more than three words.

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand
LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION
LINE TWO ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand
Line Two Academic Sub-Brand

LINE ONE ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION 
LINE TWO ACADEMIC BRAND EXTENSION

Line One Academic Sub-Brand
Line Two Academic Sub-Brand
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These units have a strong reputation through a 
recognizable, individual, stand-alone brand.

They are strongly connected to the university and align 
with the culture of the institutional brand.

Some of our connected units include:

• Alumni Association

• FGCU Academy

Connected Sub-Brands
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These units have a strong reputation through a 
recognizable, individual, stand-alone brand.

They are strongly connected to the university and align 
with the culture of the institutional brand. Partnered units 
are often (but not always) collaborations with external 
partners or sponsors where the benefit to units  
is equitable.

Some of our partnered units include:

• WGCU Public Media

• Veterans Florida

• Small Business Development Centers

Partnered Sub-Brands
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The horizontal lockup is the primary identifier for primary 
partnered sub-brands. Always use the provided templates 
when creating new lockups. Never create a lockup from 
scratch. Contact University Marketing & Communications 
with any questions or fill out the Logo Request Form at 
fgcu.edu/logo-request.

Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the 
wordmark should be used as an identifier, 
not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if the full version can’t 
be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Partnered Sub-Brands:
Horizontal Lockups

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green and Cool Slate 

One-Color: Black

One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

One-Color: White

The space between the lettermark and 
partner logo is equal to one U. The one-

point rule divides the space equally.

The partner logo height must  
match the height of the lettermark. 

0.25”
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Minimum Size: 0.25” height for FGCU
Although there is not a maximum size, the lockup should be 
used as an identifier, not as a large graphic element. 

Clear Space: width of one U
Clear space around the lockup protects its 
legibility and integrity. 

Color Variations
We mainly use the full-color version of the lockup. The one-color versions are applied if the full version 
can’t be used due to legibility concerns or printing restrictions. 

Full-Color: Cobalt Blue, 
Emerald Green and Cool Slate

One-Color: Black One-Color: Cool Slate

One-Color: White One-Color: White One-Color: White

The space between the 
lettermark and partner logo is 

equal to half a U. The one-point 
rule divides the space equally.

The partner logo height must match 
the height of the lettermark. The 
partner logo is always centered 
horizontally beneath the lettermark. 

The vertical lockup is used when the space in print, on the 
web or on signage does not accommodate the horizontal 
lockup. Always use the provided templates when creating 
new lockups. Never create a lockup from scratch. Contact 
University Marketing & Communications with any questions 
or fill out the Logo Request Form at fgcu.edu/logo-request.

Partnered Sub-Brands:
Vertical Lockups

0.25”
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Logo Dos 
and Don’ts

Maintaining the integrity of the brand is essential and increases brand 
awareness and strengthens the overall university’s identity when used 
correctly. Protecting the integrity and legibility of the university’s logo mark is 
the responsibility of the entire FGCU community.

Demonstrating the inappropriate use or adjustment of the logo is a great 
educational tool to reinforce the importance of maintaining the logo’s 
integrity and compliance.

It’s important to present our logos, wordmark and lockups properly and 
consistently. This page shows some common ways to misuse our marks. 
To avoid these, always use the provided artwork without modification. The 
principles demonstrated by these examples apply to all brand marks.

Please Note:  
• No other eagles are permitted to be used for any reason. 
• No clip art images or illustrations are to be used for any reason in the 
development of official FGCU content. 
• No distressing or alterations of our logos is permitted.*
 
* Apparel sold in the FGCU Bookstore, which adds minor finishes or distressing, will be reviewed 
by Licensing and University Marketing & Communications and approved on a case-by-case 
basis. All material using the FGCU logo or wordmark MUST be submitted for design approval. 
The Design Approval Team will review logo and mark usage and adherence to Branding 
Guidelines and use of the university’s color palette.  
fgcu.edu/adminservices/business-services/designapproval

Never stretch, skew  
or rotate the logo.

Never create new color 
combinations, even with  
the primary brand colors.

Never add effects such as drop 
shadows and bevels.

Never change the  
proportion or arrangement  
of the logo’s elements.

Never use a non-designated color 
for the logo.

Never add additional elements or 
create your own lockups.

Never change the fonts in  
the wordmark.

Never place the logo on a 
background with inadequate clear 
space or contrast.

DINING SERVICES
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Other Logos

Presidential Seal
The Florida Gulf Coast University Presidential Seal is the 
most dignified and restricted symbol of the university. It is 
meant to function as a stamp of validation and is used to 
recognize achievement and honors bestowed by FGCU at 
formal or academic functions and in legal applications.

Legacy Logo
The original FGCU logo served as the iconic mark for the 
university since its opening until December 2022.
Throughout campus there are areas in which the original 
FGCU logo still exists as a legacy mark. This mark is not to 
be used on any new materials.

This mark is also seen on past donor walls which 
are maintained through the FGCU Foundation and 
Advancement.  

Legacy Logo - Horizontal

Presidential Seal

Legacy Logo - Stacked
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Athletics

All official Florida Gulf Coast University Athletic logos, 
wordmarks and seals are registered trademarks and 
protected by law. Use of any FGCU Athletics logo is limited 
to FGCU Athletics and FGCU’s NCAA-sanctioned sports.

Athletics Primary Logo 
The Athletics Primary Logo is used to represent the 
university to broad public audiences. It should not be 
altered in any way or combined with other logos.

Eagle Head 
The eagle head may be used with permission by FGCU 
Athletics, but never in place of the Athletics primary logo. 
The eagle head may be used in full color, black or white.

Logo Colors 
Full color, white, black or grayscale. No other color 
variations are allowed as it impacts the integrity of the logo 
and FGCU Athletics brand.

Dunk City 
Full color or white are the only variations allowed and are 
used exclusively by FGCU Athletics.

Raining3s 
Full color or white are the only variations allowed and are 
used exclusively by FGCU Athletics.

Full Color

Full Color

Full Color

Full Color

UPDATE  
COMING SOON
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Dirty Birds Logo 
The official Dirty Birds logo may only be used by FGCU 
Athletics.

Azul 
Images and illustrations of FGCU’s mascot, Azul, are 
restricted. Contact FGCU Athletics for written permission 
and approval before use.

Authorized FGCU Athletics trademark users may use 
the primary logo and eagle head if they: Secure written 
permission from FGCU Athletics before using either of 
these trademarks in official FGCU print or electronic media.
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Social Media Guidelines

Social media accounts are among the essential tools FGCU uses to 
connect with external audiences. All FGCU social media accounts are 
governed by  FGCU Policy 5.001 “Social Media.”

Primary FGCU Accounts

• facebook.com/FloridaGulfCoastUniversity

• linkedin.com/school/florida-gulf-coast-university/

• instagram.com/fgcu

• twitter.com/fgcu

• youtube.com/user/fgcu

Questions to Ask Before You Create an Official University Account

It may be a great idea to create a social media account for your office, 
department, college or other FGCU affiliate. Before you do, proper 
planning is needed to sustain engagement on each account. Before 
starting a new account, ask the following questions:

• Why do we need this account?

• Who are we trying to reach (and are we insufficiently reaching them 
in another way now)?

• What content will we post, and who is the content creator?

• Can we sustain this account with content for the foreseeable future?

• Could we improve an existing account instead of creating a new one?

Thinking About Creating More Than One Account? 
Creating accounts on different platforms – Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, TikTok, Snapchat – might seem like the 
right idea. But, account administrators can quickly run out of content, 
and accounts become stagnant with one or two posts in the last 
month or longer. To avoid this situation, focus on one channel, and do 
it well. No one is helped by having two or three mediocre accounts. 
Instead, have one well-managed account.

Voice 
With an emphasis on conciseness, the university’s social media 
accounts should follow the language guidelines presented on Page 53. 
In addition, our social media voice is:

Inspirational  / Informed / Caring / Positive  
Transparent / Accurate / Genuine

Hashtags 
FGCU uses two “official” hashtags across its primary social media 
channels:

#FGCU      #WingsUp

Other hashtags are created for specific initiatives but are not generally 
used across the accounts. FGCU also endeavors to use trending 
hashtags when appropriate. Avoid using more than three hashtags in 
each post.

Account Names 
All official FGCU social media account names should begin with 
“FGCU” or “Florida Gulf Coast University,” followed by the college, 
department or affiliate name.
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Profile Photos 
All accounts should use the official social media avatars listed within 
the branding guidelines.

Content 
Social media content should be selected with an eye toward 
engagement. In other words, will this content – the photo, text, video 
– encourage the audience to like, comment, share or click a link on the 
post? Use photos and videos that fit the message and the respective 
guidelines listed earlier in this document. Ensure the text spurs 
intrigue, captivates the mind and conveys strong, positive feelings 
about FGCU. Use hashtags when appropriate, and tag other university 
accounts naturally within the text of each post.

Items to Avoid 
When you post on official FGCU social media channels, you speak to 
the public on behalf of the university. All posts related to a campus 
emergency or crisis must be preapproved by Pamela McCabe, 
coordinator, university communications & media relations. In general, 
remember to avoid posting any confidential information, including 
that which FERPA governs. FGCU social media posts are subject to 
the Florida “Sunshine” Law and must be preserved. Additionally, all 
material used in social media posts must be owned by FGCU or have 
explicit, written permission from the copyright holder.

Additional Guidelines 
All social media account administrators should promptly answer 
questions sent to official accounts. If you do not know the answer, 
direct the questioner to the appropriate FGCU office. The official 
account should like and comment on appropriate posts to encourage 
engagement, answer questions or provide clarity.

Whenever possible, all new accounts should be created with an office 
or department email account and not linked to an individual employee. 
This reduces the chances FGCU would lose access to an account.

Once the new account is created, the login details must be shared with 
University Marketing & Communications at socialmedia@fgcu.edu.
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Avatar for social media accounts  
representing the entire institution.

Avatar for social media accounts  
representing represent the academic units.

Avatar for social media accounts  
representing represent the administrative units.

We apply our brand architecture to university social media 
accounts with branded avatars. Color is used to distinguish 
institutional, academic and administrative accounts.

Social media avatars can be downloaded 
at fgcu.edu/fgcu-logo, 

Social Media Avatars
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Working with  
Color

Color adds depth and interest, reinforcing the essence of the 
university’s brand. Our palette illustrates the vibrancy and 
diverse culture of our campus and community.

The natural landscape of our living laboratory campus 
provides inspiration for the university’s primary and 
secondary palette.

Terminology

CMYK - The subtractive color model used in color printing. 
Refers to the four process inks of cyan, magenta, yellow and 
key (black).

RGB - The additive color model based on the primary colors 
of light including red, green and blue. Added together they 
produce a broad array of colors used in the development of 
digital materials appearing on a screen.

HEX - The hexidecimal format for identifying colors used for 
web-based content.

Pantone® - The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is a 
standardized color-matching system used worldwide to 
ensure color accuracy and color control for print projects. 
Specific spot color codes are provided for each color in the 
branded FGCU primary and secondary palette.

More information on Pantone® can be found  
by visiting pantone.com 

Color Research
The color palette for FGCU is heavily influenced by the natural surroundings of our 
sustainability-rich campus in addition to the youthful vibrancy of our diverse community. 
Our scenic boardwalks, wandering paved paths lined with native vegetation and stunning 
waterfront as well as our state-of-the-art research-centric facilities are captured in the 
colors and textures below.

Colors were selected from key areas within the imagery and color matched with CMYK, RGB, 
HEX and Pantone® codes to assemble a dynamic palette that elevates the FGCU brand.

Landscape Forward Focused Research

Southwest Florida Campus
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Color Palette

Primary Palette 
Our signature primary colors represent Florida Gulf 
Coast University at the highest level and should be used 
consistently in all forms of communication and across all 
channels and mediums.

Secondary Palette
The secondary palette supports the primary palette, 
strengthening the visual messaging both in print and 
digitally. These vibrant hues take inspiration from the 
scenery, textures and lush landscape of our sustainability-
rich campus and are never to overpower or dominate the 
primary palette’s representation.

Bright White 

Print   Digital
C0 / M0 / Y0 / K0  R255 / G255 B255 
Pantone® WHITE CHITE C HEX #FFFFFF

Emerald Green

Print   Digital
C100 / M0 / Y76 / K15  R1 / G121 / B76 
Pantone® 3415 C  HEX #00794C

Cobalt Blue 

Print   Digital
C100 / M65 / Y0 / K30  R0 / G71 / B133 
Pantone® 288 C  HEX #004785

Cool Slate 

Print   Digital
C70 / M55 / Y45 / K18  R85 / G98 / B109 
Pantone® 431 C  HEX #55616D

Trophy Gold*

Print   Digital
C10 / M13 / Y100 / K16  R204 / G171 / B0 
Pantone® 103 C  HEX #CCAB00

* Trophy Gold is featured in the master brand, 
specifically the beak of the eagle head. However, 
this color is treated as a secondary color and is to 
be used minimally, supporting the primary palette. 
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Secondary Palette

Vibrant Cool Colors
Our vibrant cool colors bring out the essence 
of our naturally lush landscape and rich 
ecosystem.

Vibrant Warm Colors
The stunning sunsets and sunrises over 
campus, warm tones in the sand and natural 
textures featured throughout our walkable 
campus inspired these tones. 

Legacy
Our more moderate and subdued hues 
provide a sense of sophistication and 
authenticity, which embodies our young yet 
impactful history and rapid growth.

Neutral
These neutral hues provide a sense of balance to 
the palette, offering a subtle backdrop for other 
more vibrant colors in the collection. 

Bright Aqua 

Print   Digital
C71 / M1 / Y10 / K0  R0 / G188 B221 
Pantone® 311U  HEX #00BBDD

Sunrise 

Print   Digital
C0 / M32 / Y87 / K0  R255 / G184 / B55 
Pantone® 7549U  HEX #FFB736

Marine 

Print   Digital
C96 / M29 / Y19 / K0  R0 / G138 B179 
Pantone® 313U  HEX #008AB3

Seafoam 

Print   Digital
C30 / M0 / Y10 / K0  R171 / G232 B233 
Pantone® 317U  HEX #AAE8E8

Landscape 

Print   Digital
C21 / M0 / Y80 / K0  R211 / G227 / B87 
Pantone® 380U  HEX #D2E357

Waterfront

Print   Digital
C75 / M44 / Y19 / K1 R74 / G126 / B166 
Pantone® 7690U  HEX #497DA5

Sand

Print   Digital
C3 / M0 / Y48 / K0  R250 / G241 / B157 
Pantone® 600U  HEX #F9F19C

Heron

Print   Digital
C37 / M11 / Y0 / K0  R153 / G198 / B238 
Pantone® 283U  HEX #99C5EE

Palmetto

Print   Digital
C75 / M40 / Y61 / K21  R66 / G109 / B97 
Pantone® 7484U  HEX #416C60

Stone

Print   Digital
C24 / M17 / Y16 / K0  R194 / G198 / B201 
Pantone® 427U  HEX #C2C6C9

Trail

Print   Digital
C29 / M45 / Y86 / K7  R176 / G134 / B66 
Pantone® 7551U  HEX #AF8542

Coral 

Print   Digital
C1 / M69 / Y53 / K0  R240 / G114 / B106
Pantone® 7416U  HEX #F07269
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Color Usage

Best Practices for Working with Color: 

The primary colors should be present in all communications. 

Never use our secondary colors as primaries. The secondary 
color palette was carefully developed to support and 
complement our core university branded colors, not to 
overpower them.

Limit the use of secondary colors to 10% or less in the 
overall design.

A maximum of two secondary colors is recommended at any 
given time. However, when there is a need to differentiate 
areas featuring complex content, additional secondary colors 
may be added sparingly and with great care.

Provide a high level of contrast and ensure the proper use 
of color is applied to the design and text and adheres to 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance guidelines 
featured in this guidebook.

Maintaining a sense of color harmony, hierarchy and balance 
is essential. Our color system has the ability to be flexible 
when needed, but it is imperative to maintain the integrity 
of the university branding through the use of our primary 
colors first and foremost.

Balanced ratios and collections are featured on the following 
page to support visual communication and reinforce
the brand. Remember our primary colors should be 
predominant overall.

40%

20%

20%

10%

5%

Embrace the white space! Using white space as a pause allows the audience’s eyes 
to rest and embrace the information and content more effectively. It is a necessity 
and increases the overall balance and legibility of a design. It helps to focus the 
content and the attention of the viewer on primary information.

5% Secondary  
Colors

Primary  
Colors
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Secondary  
Colors

Primary  
Colors

Color Usage Examples: 

Discover Your 
University

MASTER’S
DEGREES

DOCTORAL
DEGREES

UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREES

63 26 7

FGCU is a catalyst for the economy,  
a rich cultural resource and a source  
of life-enhancing research.
Learn more at fgcu.edu
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Conveying Mood & Tone
Colors have the unique ability to evoke mood, generate 
emotion and exemplify tone. Combining colors effectively 
amplifies the mood and tone of a given visual message.

Our color palette ranges from formal to casual and from 
subtle to vibrant. Utilizing the color palette combinations 
provided below can help with setting the right mood for 
your piece of communication.

Be thoughtful in your selections. Think about the message, 
audience and mood that needs to be conveyed, then work 
with the corresponding palette.

Preferred Combinations
The below palettes are strategically combined to set the 
right mood and tone for your selected communication 
piece(s). Use wisely. 

Casual 1

Formal 1

Casual 2 Casual 3

Formal 2 Formal 3

Vibrant 1

Subtle 1

Vibrant 2 Vibrant 3

Subtle 2 Subtle 3

SU
BTLE + CASUAL  CASUAL + VIBRANT  

 
 

 

VIBRANT + FORMAL 
  

FORMAL +
 S

U
BT

LE

CASUAL

FORMAL

SUBTLE VIBRANT

283

600

311

317

380 7549

7416

313

427
7484

7690

7551
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Best Practices for Using Text on Color
We design for all. Follow these accessibility 
standards to ensure text on color is highly legible 
and readable. 

Color contrast must pass all accessibility standards. 

Legibility is paramount. As stewards of the 
brand, it is essential to maintain accessibility of all 
communication.

Check your color combinations for body copy, 
headlines and text placed on imagery.

Accessibility Compliance Levels
(Max Ratio 21 : 1)

AA Pass (4.5+)
AA is considered strong accessibility, covering all  
necessary basics and ensuring content is accessible 
for users in a wide variety of contexts.

DNP Does Not Pass (3-)
DNP does not pass the accessibility requirements. 

Background Color Text Color

 White     Black          Cobalt      Emerald      Slate            Gold

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AA

AADNP

AA

AA

AA

AA

DNP

w

DNP

AA

DNP

DNP

DNP

AA

DNP

AA AA AA AA DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

AA

DNP

AA DNP

DNPAA

DNP AA

AA

AA DNP

DNP

DNP

AA

AA

DNP

AA

DNP

AA

AA

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNPDNP

DNPDNPDNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNP

DNPDNP

DNP

DNP

DNP DNP DNP DNP

DNP

DNP
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Best Practices for Using Pattern Art 
Working with patterns and textures throughout various brand 
applications add a sense of depth and dimension to visual 
communication pieces. These vector graphics also create a sense 
of place and infuse the branding throughout our physical spaces 
on campus. Use these elements sparingly within materials and 
under no circumstances should any of these elements be the 
primary element for any school, center, institute or department.

Patterned art can be found and downloaded from our 
Photoshelter site: fgcu.edu/designelements

FGCU Modern Patterns

Chevron in Motion

Cascading Dots

Wave Action

EXAMPLES:
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Typography

Typography, when used effectively, serves as a powerful 
brand tool that adds strength and unity to the university’s 
communication systems.

Rig Sans 
Rig Sans is a streamlined geometric typeface, with a 
confident and clean appearance that is able to flex to work 
in a multitude of spaces and considerations. Adobe Fonts 
deems this typeface as a “robust, adaptive type family and 
an original sans serif design.”

This typeface features 16 sets. The Primary Typeface used 
by the university is Rig Sans in Regular and Bold. There are 
instances when other weights within the family are utilized.

Maintaining the integrity of the typeface reinforces the 
integrity of the overall university’s branding while adhering 
to ADA guidelines.

This typeface is used within FGCU’s logos. The weight or 
“boldness” of the typeface should never overshadow the 
weight of the lettering in the logo.

For web and digital defaults, Arial is recommended as 
a common system font to manage compatibility issues for 
shared electronic documents and when Rig Sans is not 
available for use in a particular setting or platform.

For Canva users, Kollektif is recommended for headlines, 
while Montserrat Classic should be used for body copy.

Primary Typeface

Rig Sans Regular

Rig Sans Regular Italic

Rig Sans Bold

Rig Sans Bold Italic

Letter Set

AbBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Numbers & Punctuation Set 

1234567890 
!@#$%^&*()_+-
={}[]|\:;”’<,>.?/

Additional Weights 

Rig Sans Thin

Rig Sans Thin Italic

Rig Sans Light

Rig Sans Light Italic

Rig Sans Medium

Rig Sans Medium Italic

Rig Sans Semibold

Rig Sans Semibold Italic

Rig Sans Extra Bold

Rig Sans Extra Bold Italic

Rig Sans Black

Rig Sans Black Italic

Visit fonts.adobe.com/fonts/rig-sans to activate the typeface  
if in possession of an Adobe Creative Cloud account.  
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Stationery and Other 
Promotional Items

Official Florida Gulf Coast University stationery is purchased 
through a state contract managed by Business Services. 
Purchases made with other vendors will not be accepted.

All colleges, departments, programs and administrative units 
are required to use the official business stationery package. 
All stationery orders must be made through the approved 
vendor site fgcuprint.com

The official university letterhead features the master brand 
logo at the top, and other affiliated area information is 
located at the bottom.

The Official University Business Stationery Package 
Includes the Following Elements: 

Business Card

Letterhead

Envelope

Promotional Items
A preferred vendor list will be provided through Business 
Services for selecting vendors offering the following high-
priority items:

Name Tags

Tablecloths

Exhibits and displays

 
Department Name 

College, School or Unit 
10501 FGCU Boulevard South, Fort Myers, FL 33965-6565   |   239.XXX.XXXX   |   239.XXX.XXXX fax   |   fgcu.edu

An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer  –  A member of the State University System of Florida

John Jane Doe 
Title here 
title here 

(239) XXX-XXXX 
jdoe@fgcu.edu

Department name  
Department name 
10501 FGCU Boulevard South 
Fort Myers, Florida 33965-6565

fgcu.edu

Office Name 
10501 FGCU Boulevard South 

Fort Myers, Florida 33965-6565
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E-Signatures and Digital 
Communication

E-Signature

To maintain consistency and authenticity across all university 
communication, all faculty and staff are required to utilize the 
provided official FGCU e-signature template.

The e-signature template can be downloaded from 
University Marketing & Communications’ resources page: 
fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/resources

Personalized messaging such as quotes, alternate colors 
and fonts will not be permitted to be used in official FGCU 
correspondence.

Arial is the required digital communication font selected for 
universal compatibility and accessibility requirements.

Electronic Letterhead

Official FGCU letterhead is available for download on 
University Marketing & Communications’ resources page.  
fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/resources

Electronic letterhead is not a replacement for official printed 
FGCU stationery. 

PowerPoint Template

The official branded PowerPoint template is available on 
University Marketing & Communications’ resources page. 
Please use this presentation template for all internal and 
external presentations for FGCU.  
fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/resources
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Videography
Guidelines

Videography Guidelines
Videography provides an excellent opportunity to communicate a 
story or message to audiences large and small. Like with any form 
of official communication, you shouldn’t attempt to create a video 
without a plan. Let’s start with the basics.

What Does it Take to Make a Successful Video?
1. First, determine if there is an audience for this video.
 a. Consider whether your target audience will choose  
 to watch the video. Remember, just because a video is  
 embedded on a website or posted on social media does  
 not mean viewers will take the time to watch it. 
 b. Do you have a plan to promote the video so people  
 will see it?
  - Scoping this out ahead of time will help UMC better  
  understand how a video will be used as a marketing  
  tool for the university. This also helps us determine if a  
  video is the right way to spread your message.
2. If you know the audience exists and a video is, indeed, needed,  
 it’s time to find a team to make your vision a reality.
 a. University Marketing & Communications is home to an  
 award-winning video team.
 b. If that team is unavailable, UMC can provide a list of  
 freelance videographers whose work meets our standards.
3. Now it’s time to create a plan.
 a. Storyboarding, script writing and shot lists are musts for  
 any successful project.

4. Who should be in my video?
 a. Casting is vital to the storytelling experience. As you select  
 the people to help tell your video story, look for those who:
  - Excel at public speaking
  - Have stage presence
  - A little acting experience helps
 b. No matter whom you cast, ensure you obtain a signed  
 photography/video release from them. 
5. Should I use music in my video?
 a. If you do, it must be licensed. University Marketing &   
 Communications has access to a licensed music library that  
 can be used in videos. 
 b. Don’t use copyrighted music within an FGCU video  
 without permission. Learn more about licensing at  
 fgcu.edu/adminservices/business-services/licensing.
6. What about photos or videos owned or created by someone  
 other than FGCU?
 a. Unless you can obtain approval for use from the creator  
 or owner, it’s best to go with university-owned or created  
 elements.
 b. University Marketing & Communications can work with  
 you to purchase stock footage or photos if necessary.
7. Once I’ve covered all this and the video is produced, what’s next?
 a. It’s time to implement the promotion plan. 
 b. Don’t forget, your video must have captions to meet  
 ADA requirements. 
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Now that you’ve covered the basics, what sort of look are you 
going for?
FGCU uses video as a storytelling platform. That means the content 
should tell a story. Those stories should:
 • Be upbeat in tone
 • Accurately represent the campus and its people
 • Showcase the FGCU brand
 • Highlight positive and successful aspects of the university
 • Showcase the campus environment whenever possible  
   (without overselling one particular location)

All FGCU videos produced by University Marketing & 
Communications, any University department and hired freelance 
videographers must go through an approval process. When using an 
outside vendor, the process begins with the contract and ends with a 
final “sign-off” by University Marketing & Communications. For more 
information about this process, please email umc@fgcu.edu.

What must a video include to be approved?

All university videos must:
• Use approved lower thirds 
 - A graphic featuring the name and title of an individual  
 speaking on-camera, displayed in the lower area of  
 the screen
• Use the approved bumper 
 - A graphic-based video ending featuring the FGCU  
 logo and a relevant URL
• Include a title at the beginning
• Conclude with a call to action (such as a URL where viewers 
  can learn more)
• Be ADA compliant
• Be free of copyrighted material and people who have not signed  
  a talent release

Lower Thirds

Title

Bumper

Download bumpers, 
lower-third graphics, etc. 
at fgcu.edu/video-assets
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With the advent of smartphones, having a photographer with a 
“professional” camera at your event is no longer the only option. You 
can save time and money by doing it yourself. These guidelines will 
help you create photos that engage your audience.

The Basics
Use off-camera lighting rather than direct light
•  Direct light refers to the flash or constant light on top of the camera.
•  Direct light tends to be harsh and less flattering.
•  When using flash, use remote triggers to control your light.  
 Don’t use artistic filters.
•  Best to preserve natural color and quality of light.
•  Avoid stylized filters and presets in mobile devices or editing  
 applications; filters are not appropriate for official FGCU use.
•  FGCU photography should have a strong center of interest.
•  Photos should evoke positive emotions.
•  Photos should have a sharp focal point (on the subject’s face or eyes).
•  The center of interest should be where your eye is immediately  
 drawn into the image. The sharpest part of the photo along with  
 faces, the brightest part and vivid colors tend to draw your eye  
 into the image.
•  Be sure to capture natural moments.
•  Consider wide and group/crowd photos when appropriate to  
 illustrate the event.

Strong Compositions
•  Photos should have a strong composition.
•  Use rules of thirds for non-group photos. Divide the frame into  
 three columns and three rows, where the lines intersect is where 

 your focal point (subject) should be positioned in the frame. The  
 strongest point is often where the upper (left) lines intersect.

Posing and Styling
•  Photograph the subjects in a variety of poses (standing, sitting,  
 leaning), expressions and angles, some looking toward the camera,  
 as well as some engaging with a task/activity or with the other  
 people in the frame.
•  Style the surroundings to clean up the space, removing distracting or 
 inappropriate objects.
•  The subject should be wearing appropriate attire for the location and  
 topic of the photo. Avoid clothing with brands other than FGCU on  
 your subjects.
•  Props should be appropriate to the scene and topic.
•  Make sure all safety guidelines are followed for the location or activity.

Keep model(s) as the main focal point in every shot
•  Photograph the subject facing forward or looking to the side – no  
 back shots of the main subject.
•  When possible, photograph subject(s) engaged in an activity or  
 with other people. Include a variety of options, looking at the  
 camera and not looking at the camera.
•  When appropriate, portray happiness and confidence. Other  
 emotions may be appropriate, depending on the circumstances.

Close-up shots
•  Compose the shot with space between the top of the model’s head 
 and the top of the frame.
•  Photos should have a variety of perspectives, showing full body  

Photography
Guidelines
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 length, waist up and mid torso up. Cropping should not be at the  
 joints; avoid partially cropping off feet and hands/fingers.
•  Include some photos with close-up details of the activity.  
 Photograph subjects holding up props and looking at them and  
 zoom in on hands holding props. Get close and fill the frame.

Photograph models in an environmental setting
•  Avoid having models stand right up against a background.
•  Photos should feature uncluttered or non-distracting backgrounds 
 but help give viewers a sense of the scene if appropriate.
•  Photograph models holding nothing, holding backpacks, books or 
 appropriate props.

Simple, solid clothing preferred
•  No distracting patterns or off-brand logos.
•  No competing colors with FGCU Green and Blue (e.g., bright red, 
 purple, yellow).
•  Neutral clothing is best; include FGCU-branded colors and current  
 FGCU logos or emblems where possible.

Group shots
•  Models can be smiling or laughing at each other, but maintain one 
 subject looking forward but not at the camera. Avoid partially  
 cropping out subjects on the ends, and leave space above and on 
 the sides.

Wings Up
•  Include an occasional photo with the model holding up an FGCU 
 “Wings Up” hand gesture.

What if there’s an FGCU photo you want?
University Marketing & Communications maintains a cloud-based 
library of digital images for university faculty and staff. There is 
a public folder containing a curated selection of photographs  
university faculty and staff may use in ways to promote and benefit 
FGCU. To view the images, visit fgcuimages.photoshelter.com. 

If you would like to download images, please complete 
the Marketing Request Form.  
fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/marketingrequest.

If the type of images you’re looking for cannot be found in the public 
folder, please complete the Marketing Request Form. The UMC
team will search the full image library for photos appropriate for your 
project. Unauthorized imagery obtained from websites other than 
the university’s Photoshelter site may not be used to represent FGCU 
across any form of media.

If your project will require new photographs to be taken of specific 
subject matter, please complete the Marketing Request Form.  
fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/marketingrequest.

Examples:
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Web Guidelines

The FGCU website is equipped with several core elements that 
include mobile-friendly, responsive designs, compliance with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and consistent brand 
standards compliance.

Fgcu.edu is often the first interaction individuals have with the 
university. This essential information must be accurate, easy to find and 
displayed properly on any device used to browse the website. Google 
Chrome is the recommended browser.

All new academic and administrative site launches must be 
coordinated with University Marketing & Communications. To 
request assistance with a website or other digital project, refer 
to the web resources page webdev.fgcu.edu/help or submit a 
marketing request form fgcu.edu/marketingrequest.

Accessibility
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) sets the standards and 
guidelines we use on FGCU.edu. The Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) level AA serve as the web accessibility 
standards for the university.

Reference Resources:
• W3C Resources
• W3C – Web Design and Applications guidelines
• Information and Technical Assistance on the  
   Americans with Disability Act
• Primer for State and Local Government

Web Training
FGCU uses the Modern Campus Omni Update content 
management system, which provides a comprehensive family 
of design features called snippets to create accessible, engaging 
pages, forms and supporting resources. Self-paced tutorials are
available at webdev.fgcu.edu/help. Classes are offered year-round 
via Microsoft Teams or in person.

Search Engine Optimization & Analytics
Each page of the FGCU site must contain an appropriate title and 
description with related keywords and tags to optimize site content 
for search engine indexing. The online tutorials demonstrate how to 
plan for content and the associated elements that support effective 
search optimization.

All FGCU website sections have Google Analytics tracking, and 
scheduled reports are available for site editors to monitor and 
manage their content effectively. Heat mapping and user click data 
are available to measure user interaction and further guide content 
creation and page optimization.

Online Forms and Mass Email Communication
• FGCU uses Formstack as a university standard for form creation 
and workflow process.
• Constant Contact is the standard email tool used for HTML/ 
branded email design and execution.

Web Content Style Guide
A detailed web content style guide is in development and will be 
available by the end of January 2023 to provide additional details 
for design and management of the FGCU webpages.
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Language & Tone

While the design and appearance of your work are important, the 
words you use are just as essential. Creating the right message, 
one that is authentic, well-constructed and reflects the university’s 
culture, is paramount. Doing this successfully requires adhering to 
certain guidelines when it comes to tone, style and content. Below, 
are a few basics.

Tone
In talking about the FGCU brand, we are referring to the voice of the 
institution. It is how we are perceived by the audience through the 
written and spoken word. It is our personality in words.

Our tone may shift based on the nature of the audience, the medium 
in which we are communicating and who is delivering the message. 
The tone of a social media post, celebrating a team victory, for 
example, will be different from the more formal tone of an official 
news release, which will differ from an article in FGCU360 magazine 
or the more conversational tone of a video. Stories from various 
colleges, schools and departments may also vary but, like graphic 
design standards, the writing style should be consistent across the 
institution.

In All Cases, Writing Should Bear the Following Characteristics:
• Be clear and concise.
• Be informative but conversational (no jargon).
• Avoid clichés, exclamation points, bold-faced or underlined words 
  within sentences and quotation marks (unless it’s a title or actual  
  quote).
• Most audiences are not familiar with academic language, so it is  
  imperative to make what you are saying as accessible as possible.

Style
In most cases other than for academic publications, the university follows 
The Associated Press style. You can purchase a stylebook or online guide 
at store.apstylebook.com

Abbreviations
Avoid abbreviations whenever possible. They can bog down your text 
and confuse readers. Here’s an example: We often abbreviate Lutgert 
College of Business as LCOB. We may all know what that means
but not everyone does, even when we guide them by putting it in 
parentheses after the name of the college. Instead of using LCOB, 
refer to it as the business college. This is especially important if you also 
have FGCU in the sentence and another acronym. It’s not long before 
it begins to look like alphabet soup. So, beyond the most recognizable 
abbreviations (FGCU, FBI, JFK), the rule is: When in doubt, spell it out.

Active Voice
Verbs should be active voice, rather than passive voice, whenever 
possible. That means the subject is doing something rather than having 
something done to the subject. It makes the sentence stronger.
 
 Example: 
 Active: Nicky won the race.
 Passive: The race was won by Nicky.

The active sentence has more impact than the passive one. Try to 
make all sentences active, whenever possible.

Capitalizing
Capitalization is for proper nouns only (names, titles), not simply to 
emphasize a word. If a sentence is written correctly, the important words 
will be noticed.
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Resources
There are many resources within the FGCU community to 
support the main mission of the university and uphold the 
integrity of the brand.

University Marketing & Communications is the primary 
resource to develop, guide, evolve and implement the 
university’s branding as well as educate and support.

All those within the FGCU community serve as brand 
ambassadors and stewards of the FGCU identity.

R
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ES University Marketing 
& Communications

As Florida Gulf Coast University’s full-service marketing, 
communications and creative services agency, the UMC team 
enhances, promotes, and strengthens the image and reputation of 
the university throughout Southwest Florida and beyond.  

UMC provides leadership and brand expertise across the university 
community to tell FGCU’s story and advance its reputation. We 
offer creative support in the marketing of the university as a 
whole along with promoting colleges, educational programs, 
student services and outreach efforts with planning, consulting 
and strategic marketing services. We are a creative, experienced 
group of professionals who lead FGCU’s strategic marketing, 
communications, web development and media relations efforts. 

Contact us:
UMC is located in Modular 3 on the south end of campus. Visitors 
can park in the adjacent lot or Garage 2 after receiving a parking 
pass at the information booth at the main campus entrance.

Hours | 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday

Questions? 
(239) 590-1081
umc@fgcu.edu
fgcu.edu/universitymarketing
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Trademark  
& Licensing

Trademark 
A trademark is something to be protected. A trademark licensing 
program gives the university control over its logos and marks, 
thus ensuring the quality and consistency of all uses including 
merchandise items. Anyone wishing to use the signatures, logos
and symbols of the university must obtain a license and permission 
for use by the university.

Florida Gulf Coast University owns all trademarks, designs, logos, 
seals, symbols and slogans associated with or referring to Florida 
Gulf Coast University. Royalties help fund university marketing 
initiatives and provide support for the FGCU community, so it is 
important to protect and control the use of these marks. University  
Marketing & Communications works with Business Services to 
ensure the quality and appropriateness of products, promotions 
and advertising for which the marks are used. Only companies 
officially licensed by FGCU are permitted to produce items using 
FGCU trademarks.

Licensed products have been reviewed and approved for messages 
deemed appropriate to associate with FGCU. There is a list of 
preferred vendors available. Use of FGCU’s trademarks and 
wordmarks without permission constitutes trademark infringement.

 Signs of Unlicensed Products
 - Product seems to be made of poor quality
 - Trademarks are used in a distasteful manner
 - FGCU trademarks are manipulated or distorted
 - There should be no hologram labels
 - There are cut tags

Report unlicensed products by sending an email to licensing@fgcu. 
edu. Please include as much information as possible (a picture, 
where it is being sold, who produced the product, etc.).
 
Design Approval Form
All material using the FGCU logo or wordmark MUST be submitted 
for design approval. Design approval will look at the logo and mark 
usage as well as adherence to branding guidelines, including the 
use of the university’s color palette.

SUBMIT FOR DESIGN APPROVAL

Submit the design here  
fgcu.edu/adminservices/business-services/designapproval  
and include:
1. When the design will be printed, manufactured and/or produced 
on items including but not limited to print items, apparel, swag 
(promotional items), etc.
2. Any time a design contains the university name, acronym and/or 
logo(s).

A design DOES NOT need to be submitted:
1. If it will purely be disseminated via social media (please note 
the overall design must still adhere to the university Branding 
Guidelines).
a. However, if the design will also be used to make a T-shirt, sent for 
print, used for a folder, etc., the form must be used.
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Trusted & 
Approved Vendors

Trusted Licensed Vendors
Approved vendors (list on the next page) are licensed, have 
produced items for the university over the years, and have 
been recommended to Business Services. These vendors are 
recommended to use.

Name Tags/Badges
The university has one design for name tags and badges. The 
template has been shared with the vendors listed and can be found 
at fgcu.edu/advancement/universitymarketing/resources. Please 
do not stray from the design unless otherwise approved through 
the design approval process.

Business Cards/Stationery/Letterhead
Official Florida Gulf Coast University stationery is purchased 
through a state contract managed by Business Services. 
Purchases made with other vendors will not be accepted.
fgcuprint.com

Licensing, vendor selection, design approval process, etc.:  
licensing@fgcu.edu

Logo usage, design/branding: 
UMC@fgcu.edu
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GREEK APPAREL
Licensed to produce FGCU 
and Greek trademarks and logos:
South by Sea
• southbysea.com

The Graphic Cow Co.
• thegraphiccowcompany.com

Greek House
• greekhouse.org

NAME TAGS/BADGES
Barnes & Noble@FGCU
• fgcustore.com

Trophy Case of Fort Myers
• 4trophycase.com

Trophy Center of SW Florida
• trophycenteronline.com

STATIONERY
MLI Market Solutions
• fgcuprint.com

SIGNAGE
Signs in One Day
• signsinoneday.com

Human Signs LLC
• humansignsllc.com

Lee County Reprographics, Inc
• lcrepro.com

PRINTING
Presstige Printing
• presstigeprinting.com

Direct Impressions
• directimpressions.com

Panther Printing
• pantherprinting.net

Palm Printing 
• palmprinting.net

PROMO PRODUCTS
Water bottles, backpacks, pens, cups, 
notebooks, keychains & more
Stackable Sensations
• stackablesensations.com

The Marketing Bar
• marketingbar.com

Yurstore 
• yurstore.com

Full Throttle Marketing
• fullthrottlemarketingpro.com

Image Advertising Specialties
• imagespecialties.com

SWFL Marketing Group 
• swflmarketinggroup.com

Creative Marketing Services
• mysalespromotion.com

Impact Advertising Specialties
• impactadvertisingspecialties.com

4imprint 
• 4imprint.com

APPAREL
T-shirts, polos, jackets & more
Club Colors
• clubcolors.com

Stackable Sensations
• stackablesensations.com

The Marketing Bar
• marketingbar.com

Yurstore 
• yurstore.com

Life’s a Logo 
• lifesalogo.com

Full Throttle Marketing
• fullthrottlemarketingpro.com

Creative Marketing Services
• mysalespromotion.com

4imprint 
• 4imprint.com

Trusted and 
Approved Vendors List
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Notes
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